SHR-Project

http://www.shr-project.org

Cross-Plattform, Cross-Toolkit GNU/Linux distribution, based upon FreeSmartphone.Org
SHR - Environment

OpenEmbedded/Yocto-Project based „SHR-Core“

Images available for:
- GTA02 (Freerunner), GTA04 (Phoenux)
- Nokia N900, HP/Palm Pre, Google Nexus S

→ http://build.shr-project.org

Freedom of choice:
- EFL, Qt, GTK (focus on Enlightenment)

running Linux Xorg applications is possible
SHR – Status

GTA02:
Usable as a daily phone, with all hardware working. (GSM, GPRS, Wi-Fi, Bluetooth, GPS)

GTA04:
Getting better daily, sound in calls and power management not yet perfect, most hardware verified to work. (UMTS, Wi-Fi, Bluetooth, GPS, Sensors)
Will be a very nice (and fast) phone!

N900, Pre, Nexus S:
Developer Preview – phone functionality available
SHR - Contribute

Development happens at:

- IRC: #openmoko-cdevel @ Freenode.net
- Web: http://www.shr-project.org
- Mailing Lists:
  - shr-user@lists.shr-project.org
  - shr-devel@lists.shr-project.org

We're fully community driven and open for your ideas and contributions!